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Abstract

Structures of proteins complexed with other proteins, peptides, or ligands are essen-

tial for investigation of molecular mechanisms. However, the experimental structures

of protein complexes of interest are often not available. Therefore, computational

methods are widely used to predict these structures, and, of those methods,

template-based modeling is the most successful. In the rounds 38-45 of the Critical

Assessment of PRediction of Interactions (CAPRI), we applied template-based model-

ing for 9 of 11 protein-protein and protein-peptide interaction targets, resulting in

medium and high-quality models for six targets. For the protein-oligosaccharide

docking targets, we used constraints derived from template structures, and generated

models of at least acceptable quality for most of the targets. Apparently, high flexibil-

ity of oligosaccharide molecules was the main cause preventing us from obtaining

models of higher quality. We also participated in the CAPRI scoring challenge, the

goal of which was to identify the highest quality models from a large pool of decoys.

In this experiment, we tested VoroMQA, a scoring method based on interatomic con-

tact areas. The results showed VoroMQA to be quite effective in scoring strongly

binding and obligatory protein complexes, but less successful in the case of transient

interactions. We extensively used manual intervention in both CAPRI modeling and

scoring experiments. This oftentimes allowed us to select the correct templates from

available alternatives and to limit the search space during the model scoring.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Proteins often interact with each other and with a variety of ligands to

accomplish their functions. Therefore, comprehensive understanding of

protein function in many cases requires knowledge of protein interac-

tions at the atomic resolution, which can be derived from the three-

dimensional (3D) structures. However, determination of 3D structures

is slow, expensive, and not always successful. Computational modeling

is often used as an alternative, and structural models are becoming

more and more helpful in the studies of protein function.1

Computational protein structure prediction is assessed in the Criti-

cal Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments,2

and structural modeling of protein interactions is evaluated during the

Critical Assessment of PRediction of Interactions (CAPRI) experi-

ments.3-5 The organizers of both experiments provide modelers with

the target sequences of proteins whose structure is already solved

but not yet publicly available. The modelers are given a limited period

of time to predict these structures, and the resulting models are then

compared to the experimental structures. Such approach allows blind

evaluation of structure modeling methods. Biennial CASP experiments

focus on multiple aspects of protein structure prediction. CAPRI
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experiments focus on modeling and scoring protein-protein com-

plexes as well as protein complexes with other large molecules such

as nucleic acids, peptides, and oligosaccharides.3,4

Currently, the most successful method to predict the structures of

proteins is template-based modeling, also called homology or compar-

ative modeling.1 It is based on the observation that structures of

homologous proteins are similar. Therefore, a known protein structure

can serve as a modeling template for homologous proteins. Since the

protein-protein interactions are also largely conserved,6 homology

modeling can be applied to model protein-protein interactions as well.

Indeed, recent CAPRI and CASP experiments have confirmed utility of

the template-based approach for structural modeling of protein

complexes.5,7-9

We have successfully utilized template-based modeling during

CAPRI round 37, held together with CASP12.10 During the consecu-

tive CAPRI rounds 38 to 45, we further extended template-based

methods for modeling protein-peptide interactions and to some

extent for protein-oligosaccharide docking. Additionally, our modeling

involved multiple cases where manual intervention proved to be

highly beneficial. This underscores the significance of expert knowl-

edge in protein interaction modeling11 and gives examples of what

human experts are actually doing to obtain better structural models.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Modeling outline

The outline of our workflow is given in Figure 1. In CAPRI rounds

38 to 45, we relied exclusively on template-based modeling methods,

utilizing the pipeline developed during CAPRI round 37 (the

CASP12-CAPRI experiment)10 and expanding it to protein-peptide

interaction modeling. For modeling protein-oligosaccharide interac-

tions, we used protein-ligand docking methods and constraints from

the known protein structures. In addition to template search by

PPI3D12 and HHpred13 servers, we also searched published data for

each CAPRI target using PubServer.14 We then used all the collected

information for both template selection and model evaluation.

2.2 | Modeling of protein-protein interactions

The templates for protein-protein interactions were identified with

PPI3D,12 and initial homology models were generated using MODEL-

LER.15 The PPI3D server lists only binary protein interactions. There-

fore, if necessary, models were rebuilt to represent higher oligomeric

states. Also, in some cases, the interfaces from several template struc-

tures were combined into a single model. When alternative interac-

tion modes were identified among the templates, initial models were

constructed using both interfaces.

Models were refined by improving sequence-structure alignment

using HHpred13,16 and by structural optimization utilizing fragment-

guided molecular dynamics.17 All resulting models were ranked by

combining VoroMQA scores for the entire structure and for the inter-

action interface.10,18 Finally, the ranking was adjusted according to

the published data (if available) on target proteins.

2.3 | Modeling protein-peptide interactions

To model protein-peptide interactions, single-sequence queries were

used in PPI3D server,12 aiming to find all known interactions for the

homologs of a target protein. After that, the target peptide sequences

were aligned to the interaction partners of the identified homologs,

and protein-peptide complexes were produced by MODELLER.15 The

models were subsequently refined in the same way as models for

protein-protein interactions.

In the case of T134, the task was to predict which region (peptide)

of the 57-residue long MAG protein binds to DLC8 (receptor). We

used several methods to accomplish this task. First, we downloaded

all the sequences of peptides in the identified templates and clustered

them at 95% sequence identity.19 We then generated multiple

sequence alignment comprising clustered peptides and the target

sequence by MAFFT20 to reveal a similar sequence region in MAG.

Additionally, we analyzed the conservation of the MAG protein,

aiming to identify conserved sequence fragments that potentially

could interact with the receptor. To this end, we searched for MAG

homologs in the UniProt database using jackhmmer,21,22 and then

visually analyzed the resulting WebLogo. We also used structure pre-

diction methods: all possible 12-residue peptides were derived from

the MAG protein, and 30 models were generated for each peptide

based on three templates identified by PPI3D and HHpred. The

resulting structural models were then ranked using VoroMQA (see

below), and ranks were summed up for each possible peptide. The

final set of 10 models was selected based on a combination of

sequence-based predictions and the VoroMQA scores for structural

models.

In the case of T135, we already knew the sequence of the peptide

and generated models semi-automatically. We used the same three

templates as for T134, and shifted the peptide sequence systemati-

cally from −2 to +2 position compared to the peptide in the templateF IGURE 1 Modeling workflow in CAPRI rounds 38 to 45
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structure, generating five models for each position. This procedure

resulted in a pool of 75 models, plus some additional models after

combining two templates and structure refinement. All these models

were then ranked automatically using VoroMQA and submitted

according to the ranked order.

2.4 | Modeling protein-oligosaccharide interactions

For the protein-oligosaccharide interaction targets, the protein struc-

tures were modeled based on sugar-bound templates, and the con-

straints for ligand docking were also extracted from these structures.

The templates were identified by HHpred,13,16 and structural models

of the target proteins were constructed by MODELLER.15 To dock

oligosaccharide molecules, we used Vdock (Verachem LLC, German-

town, Maryland), also known as the Mining Minima optimizer.23,24 For

T126-T129, the docking was based on constraints from templates,

and final 10 models were selected by automated scoring using

CHARM2225 force field for proteins and CHARMm26 for sugars,

including solvent effects by 4r distance-dependent dielectric approxi-

mation.27 The structure of T130 protein with a bound trisaccharide

was already known. Therefore, the docking procedure aimed to

extend oligosaccharide in the template structure to both sides, making

it a pentamer. Final models for T130 were picked by hand, and only

one model based on automated scoring was included in the submitted

10-model set.

2.5 | Ranking and selection of structural models of
protein complexes

As in previous CAPRI and CASP rounds,10,11 we employed VoroMQA18

for model ranking and selection. VoroMQA is based on contact areas

and produces scores at atomic, residue, and global levels. Thus, it can

directly evaluate a protein-protein interaction interface, defined as con-

tact areas of atoms coming from different protein subunits. We used

three VoroMQA scores: (a) the global score, (b) the score of the inter-

face atoms, and (c) the raw pseudo-energy of the interchain interaction.

The models were ranked by a tournament procedure utilizing the three

scores as described previously.10,11

During the CAPRI scoring experiment, for some targets highly

diverse models were selected from the given scoring sets by the stan-

dard VoroMQA scoring. To avoid this, if there was information regard-

ing residues important for protein-protein interaction in a particular

target, we constrained the selection space to include only models that

have these residues in the interaction interface.

2.6 | Post-CAPRI analysis

Model quality was evaluated using the standard CAPRI criteria,28 and

the evaluation data were taken from the CAPRI website. When ana-

lyzing the scoring results, we additionally evaluated the scoring sets

and our selected models using CAD-score.29 We used two CAD-score

variants, the interface CAD-score and the binding site CAD-score,

that were also employed as similarity measures for clustering

structural data in the PPI3D server.12 The interface CAD-score is simi-

lar to the fraction of native contacts used by CAPRI organizers and

Interface Contacts Similarity (ICS) used by CASP assessors.8 A more

permissive variant, the binding site CAD-score, does not take into

account the contacts across the interface and evaluates only residue

contact areas, thus the precision of the binding site, similarly to Inter-

face Patch Similarity (IPS), used in CASP.8 CAD-score values were cal-

culated using the Voronota package.30

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Results overview

The overview of our results is given in Table 1. We identified tem-

plates for six of eight protein-protein interaction targets (T122, T125,

T131, T132, T133, and T136) using the PPI3D web server. Two tar-

gets, T123 and T124, had no templates even for one of the mono-

mers; as a result, no template-based models could be generated for

the corresponding protein complexes. The templates were detected

for all three protein-peptide interaction targets (T121, T134, and

T135). Modeling was only partially successful for T121, but high qual-

ity models were generated for T134 and T135. We also managed to

generate models of at least acceptable quality for most of the protein-

oligosaccharide docking targets.

Our structural modeling relied not only on the structures of tem-

plates from the Protein Data Bank (PDB),31 but also on the additional

published information available for most of the targets. This informa-

tion was highly useful in ranking and selecting models both in struc-

ture prediction and in scoring experiments. In further sections, we

describe our modeling results in detail.

3.2 | Modeling of protein-protein interactions

We generated models of medium or high quality for four of the six

template-based protein-protein interaction targets (Table 1), and

failed to produce at least acceptable models for T131 (HopQ type I

complex with CEACAM1) and T132 (HopQ type II complex with

CEACAM1). The monomer structures for the HopQ and CEACAM1

proteins were either known or could be easily obtained by homology

modeling.32,33 However, there were no templates for the hetero-

interaction. The N-terminal domain of the CEACAM1 protein has

immunoglobulin fold,33 therefore, we generated models based on

HopQ homolog BabA interactions with nanobodies34 used for stabili-

zation of the protein during X-ray crystallography experiments. These

models turned out to be incorrect. Perhaps, better quality models for

T131 and T132 could be obtained by docking, as some of the inter-

face residues were already known from the literature32 and could be

used as docking constraints.

Modeling of the other four targets was more successful. Some of

them were straightforward homology modeling cases. For example,

heterodimeric T133, a re-designed colicin E2 DNase interaction with

immunity protein Im2, had multiple templates in PDB. Models were

generated by PPI3D and ranked by VoroMQA using a semi-
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automated pipeline. Although there were conformational changes in

the designed protein structure,35 the overall interaction interface was

predicted correctly using available templates (fnat > 0.6), resulting in

medium quality models according to CAPRI criteria. Similarly, simple

homology modeling lead to medium quality models of the decameric

target T136.

Modeling of T122 was a bit more complicated. This heterotrimeric

target consisted of interleukin-23 receptor (IL-23R), interleukin-12 sub-

unit beta (IR-12B), and interleukin-23 subunit alpha (IL-23A). IL-23A

together with IL-12B form a complex named interleukin-23 (IL-23), and

several structures of this protein complex were already known.36-38 Of

these, the one with best resolution (PDB: 5MJ3) was selected for fur-

ther modeling. Moreover, based on the analysis of IL-23 structure and

its interactions with antagonists, a tryptophan residue in the IL-23A

subunit (Trp-156 in the CAPRI target sequence) was suggested as a

hot-spot, mediating IL-23 interaction with the receptor.36-38

Using the PPI3D web server, we identified several templates for

the IL-23 interaction with IL-23R (PDB: 1I1R, 1P9M, 2D9Q).39-41

Interestingly, two binding modes were observed in these structures,

usually referred to as site II and site III (site I is the interaction inter-

face between IL-12B and IL-23A; Figure 2). We manually ranked the

models that had Trp-156 in the interface to be the first ones in our

submission to CAPRI. These four models were of acceptable and

medium quality, as Trp-156, occurring at the site III, is indeed impor-

tant for IL-23R binding.42 As expected, all other models,

corresponding to the alternative interaction mode, were incorrect.

Thus, T122 is a nice example of beneficial human input in choosing

the correct template from available alternatives by integrating the

information from multiple sources. Similar situations are quite com-

mon, and we encountered them also in the CASP12-CAPRI and

CASP13 experiments.10,11

T125 was the most challenging of the protein-protein interaction

targets. This was a heterohexamer (A2B4) in which lectin-like tran-

script (LLT-1, protein A in further text) interacts with natural killer cell

surface protein P1A (NKR-P1, protein B). Several structures of LLT-1

dimer (A2) were available in PDB,43 and the highest resolution struc-

ture was chosen for modeling of the protein complex (PDB: 4QKH).

Not surprisingly, the A2 homodimer interface was of high quality in all

of our models. A heteromeric template was also available for the LLT-

1 and NKR-P1 (AB) interface (PDB: 4IOP).44 The residues responsible

for the interaction between LLT-1 and NKR-P1 were suggested after

a mutagenesis study,45 and based on the conservation of these resi-

dues, PDB structure 4IOP has been proposed as a suitable template

for modeling the AB interaction.44 Therefore, it is not surprising that

we generated high quality models for the hetero-interface. Based on

the A2 and AB interfaces, the assembly of a heter-tetramer A2B2 was

straightforward. However, addition of two NKR-P1 (B) subunits

turned out to be a non-trivial task, as we had to combine interfaces

from A2B2 templates with B2 templates to build a complete hexamer.

After all, despite the availability of several dimeric B2 templates, all

the modeled interactions between NKR-P1 subunits were evaluated

as incorrect according to CAPRI criteria.

In an attempt to understand why only part of the interaction inter-

faces of T125 were predicted successfully, we decided to analyze the

TABLE 1 Overview of the results

Target Annotation Templates
Target
PDB ID

Our best
model

Best
CAPRI model

Protein-protein interactions

T122 (ABC) IL23R, IL12B, IL23A 5MJ3, 2D9Q, 1I1R, 1P9M 5MZV Medium Medium

T123 (AB) PorM N-terminus, nb01 6EY0 Incorrect

T124 (A2B) PorM C-terminus, nb130 6EY6 Incorrect

T125 (A2B4) LLT1, NKR-P1 4IOP, 4QKH, 5J6G, 3G8K, … 5MGT High High

T131 (AB) HopQ type I, CEACAM1 5F7K, 5LP2, 4QXW, 2GK2, … 6GBG Incorrect Medium

T132 (AB) HopQ type II, CEACAM1 5F7K, 5LP2, 4QXW, 2GK2, … 6GBH Incorrect Medium

T133 (AB) Edes3, Imdes3 7CEI, 3U43, … 6ERE Medium Medium

T136 (A10) LdcA 2VYC, 3N75 Medium Medium

Protein-peptide interactions

T121 Tol-Pal system protein Incorrect Medium

T134 DLC8, MAG 4D07, 1CMI, 5E0L 6GZL High High

T135 DLC8, MAG 4D07, 1CMI, 5E0L 6GZL High High

Protein-oligosaccharide interactions

T126 AbnE + A6 5F7V, 3K00 Incorrect Medium

T127 AbnE + A5 5F7V, 3K00 Acceptable Medium

T128 AbnE + A4 5F7V, 3K00 Acceptable Medium

T129 AbnE + A3 5F7V, 3K00 Acceptable Medium

T130 AbnB + A5 3CU9, 3D5Z 6F1G High High
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experimental structure of T125 (PDB: 5MGT) in detail. No article has

been published regarding this structure, and in PDB it is split by the

authors into three homodimeric biological assemblies (A2, B2, and B2).

PDBePISA46 suggests two dimeric complexes: a homodimer A2 and a

heterodimer AB. EPPIC-web47 suggests a tetrameric assembly (A2B2).

In addition, we checked the interaction interfaces of the asymmetric

unit of the PDB structure 5MGT using the VoroMQA server.48 Some

of these interfaces had highly unfavorable energy, suggesting that

they are unlikely biologically relevant. Given these inconsistencies, it

cannot be excluded that the original definition of the T125 target as a

hetero-hexamer having the stoichiometry A2B4 may not be biologi-

cally relevant. Sometimes it is not possible to make confident

assignments of the true biological assemblies from crystal structures.

This is a well-known problem that hinders the assessment of perfor-

mance in modeling of protein assemblies.9 In our view, T125 is a good

illustration of this problem and, perhaps in the absence of additional

experimental data, the questionable interaction interfaces should be

excluded from the assessment altogether.

3.3 | Modeling of protein-peptide interactions

There were three protein-peptide interaction targets, and we had

varying results for them.

For T121, TolA-TolB interaction from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, we

generated homology models based on Escherichia coli TolA bound to

different viral peptides (PDB: 1TOL, 2X9A), and TolB is suggested to

bind to the same site.49 In addition, several binding site residues were

also known.50 However, all our models had only a small part of con-

tacts predicted, and were evaluated as incorrect according to CAPRI

criteria. Unfortunately, the experimental structure of T121 was not

available at the time of writing, only a structural cartoon has been

published in a PhD thesis.51 According to it, we correctly identified

the binding site in the TolA protein, but incorrectly predicted the

inter-chain β-sheet: the TolB peptide forms a parallel β-sheet, while

we predicted antiparallel orientation based on the viral templates.

In the cases of T134 and T135, our modeling was more successful.

The task for T134 was to predict which peptide of a 57-residue long

MAG protein binds to DLC8 (receptor). The structures were already

known for the receptor and its homologs as well as for their com-

plexes with different peptides.52-55 When we aligned all the peptides

from templates identified by PPI3D to the target sequence, a possible

binding site emerged near the C-terminus of the MAG protein

(Figure 3A). A similar region was also identified based on the residue

conservation analysis (Figure 3B). Therefore, we constrained the

selection of structural models to the C-terminus of the MAG protein,

and included only two models where the binding peptide was in the

N-terminal side, both of which were incorrect. Seven of eight submit-

ted C-terminal peptide models were of acceptable or higher quality,

indicating that our approach of combining sequence and structure

analysis worked reasonably well.

F IGURE 2 Two alternative
protein-protein interaction
interfaces are available among
the templates (e.g. PDB: 2D9Q)
for CAPRI target T122, and the
site III, containing the hot-spot
residue Trp-156, corresponds to
the experimental target structure
(PDB: 5MZV)

F IGURE 3 Modeling of protein-peptide interactions for T134 and
T135. A, peptides from putative templates aligned to the sequence of
target protein MAG; B, analysis of the MAG sequence conservation, C,
shifting the peptide register in the [−2; +2] range with respect to the
template structure 5E0L resulted in models of different quality
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In the case of T135, the peptide sequence was supplied. We var-

ied the position of the peptide in the models of protein complexes

(Figure 3C), ranked models using VoroMQA scores, and submitted the

models according to this ranking. Only a fraction of the 10 top ranked

models were of acceptable or better quality, indicating possible issues

with model ranking.

3.4 | Modeling of protein-oligosaccharide
interactions

We also utilized template-based approach for modeling protein-

oligosaccharide interactions. For targets T126-T129, we derived con-

straints from sugar-bound templates. Application of template-based

modeling with these constraints resulted in models of varying quality.

For T130, the structure of a mutant protein bound to a trisaccharide

was already known, and we simply extended the oligosaccharide in this

molecule to get a pentamer, obtaining a set of high-quality models.

In the case of T126-T129, the target protein AbnE was modeled

according to sugar-bound templates (PDB: 5F7V, 3K00), chosen from

HHpred results. Not much information was available about the AbnE

protein; therefore, in model selection, we had to rely on automated

scoring. The sugar molecules were even rotated by 180� in some of the

top-ranked models, thus it is not surprising that only part of our models

were acceptable according to CAPRI criteria. Predictably, the shorter

was the sugar molecule, the higher number of acceptable models was

generated. Yet, the overall results for T126-T129 are not impressive.

In case of T130, the structure of the target protein AbnB bound to

a trisaccharide was known (PDB: 3CU9, 3D5Z).56 The docking proce-

dure aimed to produce a pentasaccharide by extending the sugar mol-

ecule in this template structure to each side (Figure 4A). Then, we

manually selected nine models, in which the sugar was bound in the

groove forming the active site of the enzyme,56 and one model was

selected based on automatic scoring. According to CAPRI criteria, the

hand-picked models were of high quality, while the automatically cho-

sen one was only of medium quality because the oligosaccharide was

only partially bound to the groove in the protein molecule (Figure 4B).

F IGURE 4 Template-based modeling of protein-oligosaccharide
interactions in T130. A, extending the template sugar molecule (template:
yellow, model: green); B, comparison of the experimental sugar
conformation (yellow, PDB: 6F1G) to manually chosen docking pose (high-
quality model, green) and automatically selected one (medium-quality
model, magenta)

TABLE 2 Comparison of our best selected models and the best available models in CAPRI scoring sets for protein-protein and protein-
peptide interactions

Target

Best selected models Best models in the scoring set

CAPRI category Interface CAD-score Binding site CAD-score Interface CAD-score Binding site CAD-score

T121a Incorrect

T122b Acceptable 0.40 0.55 0.45 0.63

T123 Incorrect 0.03 0.17 0.06 0.33

T124 Incorrect 0.02 0.32 0.03 0.36

T125b,c High/medium 0.23 0.35 0.30 0.41

T131b Acceptable 0.11 0.48 0.11 0.49

T132 Incorrect 0.01 0.16 0.31 0.61

T133 Medium 0.51 0.69 0.59 0.73

T134 High 0.74 0.81 0.75 0.82

T135 High 0.73 0.84 0.77 0.87

T136a Medium

aTarget structure was not available at the time of writing, therefore, CAD-scores were not calculated.
bConstraints were used when selecting models from CAPRI scoring sets.
cCAPRI evaluation is given for the two best predicted interfaces.
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Our results for protein-oligosaccharide targets indicate several

docking issues. Carbohydrates are highly flexible molecules, and their

interactions with proteins involve not only electrostatic interactions

and complex H-bonding patterns, but also hydrophobic interac-

tions.57,58 This makes protein-oligosaccharide docking more challeng-

ing compared to other small molecules. Our scoring methods also did

not correctly recognize the bound oligosaccharide conformation. Spe-

cialized force fields have been suggested for carbohydrates,58 which

improve protein-sugar interaction modeling.59 Including these force

fields probably might have improved our modeling results as well. In

case of T130, we at least partially solved docking and scoring prob-

lems by picking models by hand, but it was not possible for

T126-T129, where information about the target protein was sparse.

As a result, more advanced docking methods and scoring functions

might have been beneficial for these targets.

3.5 | Scoring of models of protein complexes using
VoroMQA

The results of the CAPRI scoring experiment are summarized in

Table 2. We selected medium quality models for homomeric T136, as

well as medium and high quality models for strongly interacting

heteromers T133, T134, and T135.35,60 CAD-score values in the table

also show that the selected models were close to the best possible

models in the CAPRI scoring sets. On the other hand, we had prob-

lems in automated selection of models of transient interactions, such

as T122, T125, T131, and T132. When we knew the interacting resi-

dues from previously published experiments, we constrained the

selection using VoroMQA to the set of models where these known

residues were in the interaction interface. This helped us to choose at

least some models of better quality for these targets.

Taken together, the results of the CAPRI scoring experiment illus-

trate that the currently used VoroMQA procedure works quite well

on strong and obligatory interactions, but encounters issues with

weak and transient interactions. This should not be surprising if we

consider that VoroMQA was developed for scoring models for protein

folding and has not been tailored for scoring of protein-protein inter-

faces. Of course, the set of CAPRI targets is too small and too diverse

to draw broad conclusions. In a larger-scale CASP13 experiment, we

found out that a combination of only two VoroMQA scores, the global

score and the interface energy, works better than the combination of

the three scores used here for CAPRI targets.11 The selection of

models for protein complexes might be further improved by including

other types of interface scores, such as those using evolutionary

information.61-63

4 | CONCLUSIONS

Our results show that the template-based methods are applicable for

modeling diverse protein interactions. The PPI3D web server proved

to be highly useful in finding and analyzing the templates for protein-

protein and protein-peptide interactions. The ability of PPI3D to

identify alternative protein interaction interfaces present in some

templates facilitated selection of the correct binding modes based on

the prior knowledge of the interface residues. The human expert eval-

uation was also beneficial in integrating the data from multiple

sources during the modeling of protein-peptide and protein-

oligosaccharide interactions. Scoring of models of protein complexes

using VoroMQA facilitated the selection of higher quality models, but

for targets involving transient interactions, the selection had to be

constrained by taking into account known interface residues. Alto-

gether, our results show that the human influence was highly valuable

for most of the CAPRI targets. Thus, significant advancements of the

current modeling and scoring methods are needed to fully automate

the template-based modeling of protein complexes.
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